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INSTRUCTOR'S MANUALS

in the
SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAM

Small Business Administration

Packaged presentations on a variety of business management subjects are available on loan,
from SBA field offices, to cosponsors of management training for small business owner-managers.
A set of overhead transparencies, a Focal Points brochure, and a training film (for most of
the topics) form parts of each package. The topic number and title Gf Instructor's Manuals
now available in each of two series, with the price of each and sources for purchase, are listed

below.
First Series

1 Success and Failure Factors $1.25
2 Records and Credit in Profitable Management 1.25
3 Managing to Sell 1.50
4 The Why and What of Bookkeeping 1.50
5 Financing Long and Short Term Needs 1.50
6 Personnel Management 1.25

7 Special Aspects of Sales Promotion 1.25

8 Taxation: A Key Factor in Business Decisions 1.25
9 Communication and Control 1.50

10 Human Factors in Small Business 1.50
11 Choosing a Form of Business Organization 1.50
12 Safeguarding Your Business and Management Succession 1.50
13 Small Business Location and Layout 1.50
14 Effective Advertising 1.25
15 Sources of Assistance and Information 1.50

Second Series

16 Why Customers Buy (And Why They Don't) 1.25
17 Marketing Research 1.50
18 Franchising 1.75
19 Pricing In a Services Business 1.25
20 Merchandise Pricing

(Additional titles are in process.)

These manuals are for sale from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402; or from the U.S. Department of Commerce field offices. Catalog No. SBA 1.24
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FOREWORD

This Instructor's Manual on a major management subject is intended to help preserve
and enhance the competitive position of small business through our Small Business Manage-
ment Development Program. The program was developed by the Small Business Administration
to bring sound management principles and modern techniques to owners and managers of
small businesses.

The cooperation of educational institutions and business associations throughout the Nation
has made possible the rapid progress of this management education undertaking. From the
beginning of the program when two courses were cosponsored by SBA in 1954, the program
has grown to the point where more than 2500 courses, conferences, problem clinics, and pre-
business workshops are now cosponsored by SBA annually. Approximately 14,000 present and
prospective small business owners and managers attend. Cosponsors inclnde universities, col-
leges, distributive education units, trade and professional associations, and local business and
civic organizations. The number of cosponsors, training programs, and attendants is increasing
each year.

"Merchandise Pricing" is the twentieth instructor's manual in two series of subject presen-
tations designed to strengthm and improve the management capabilities of small businessmen
through management education and training. These manuals are prepared for coordinators
and instructors of SBA cosponsored management training sessions, but may find application
in a wide range of training situations.

This manual presents, for educators and businessmen who teach management to small
business owners and managers, a complete subject presentation for one or more training
sessions. The package includes a lesson plan, text, visual aids, handout materials, problem
cases, study assignments, and a bibliography.

A packaged form of this kind of material has proved valuable in establishing new and in
maintaining existing management programs. It emphasizes the importance of continuing educa-
tion for the small business owner-manager, and offers methods and tools for speedier, more
successful endeavors. It also assists the busy instructor in his preparation.

The author of this instructor's manual, Paul A. Litecky, is founder and president of an
audiovisual firm and is a recognized specialist in business communications. Art work and
visuals were designed by SBA's James W. Truett, Jr.

This publication was prepared with the supervision of Dr. Weston R. Clark, Training
Specialist, and the administrative direction of Wendell 0. Metcalf, Chief, Education Division,
Office of Management Assistance.

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

MAY 1970
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A Word About This Manual

This instructor's manual was prepared for use by instructors and discussion leaders in
conducting one or more sessions of SBA cosponsored small business management training on
merchandising pricing. It has wide-range applicability in management education and training
situations. Use can be made of it in management courses, conferences, problem clinics, and in
supplementing the SBA package of materials provided workshops for prospective small business
owners.

Sufficient lecture material is contained in the manual for a 45- to 60-minute presentaticn
interspersed with 16 transparencies. When combined with the SBA film "Purchasing, Pricing,
Inventory Control," adequate discussion, and possibly the Case Study, a comfortable 2- to 21/2-
hour session is feasible. Should multiple sessions be desired for more extensive and in-depth
treatment of the subject, the Suggested Incubator Assignments, selected items from the Supply
Section and information drawn from the bibliographic sources could be beneficially utilized.

However, should time limitations necessitate shortening the presentation, selected changes
are feasible, such as condensing Sections IV and V, and possibly Section III. Such modifications
could be made without destroying an effective treatment.

It is expected that instructors may wish to revise the lecture material according to their
background and experience in the subject area. They may also find it desirable to supplement
or modify the treatment to meet more effectively the training or special needs of their
participants.

This subject can best be handled by one who has specialist knowledge in merchandise pricing,
is familiar with small business, and is experienced in conducting training sessions for small
business owner-managers.

Persons or organizations interested in sponsoring management education and training for
small business owner-managers will find that much of the work involved in subject prepara-
tion has already been done. This is found in the packaged subject presentations, designed for
instructors. For those who cosponsor training with the SBA a selection of needed instructor's
manuals may be provided on loan from the nearest Small Business Administration field office.
Available with each manual are a set of 11" x11" transparencies in color for overhead projec-
tion, and a Focal Points leaflet for distribution to potential and actual participants. Also avail-
able from SBA offices are a management training film for most of the topics and a guidebook
for coordinators of management training for small business.

SBA field offices are listed on the inside back cover of this publication. Titles of available
Manuals appear on the inside front cover. Single manuals or complete sets may be purchased
from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402.

The various sections of this manual are separated by divider sheets of different colors. These
colors are given here and the contents of the sections are briefly described.

GrayThe Lesson Plan, An outline of the material covered which may be used as a teaching
guide or as a framework for developing an individualized presentation. The lesson plan

vii



contains two columns: the left-hand column is an outline of the presentation; the right
is a step-by-step guide to the visual and audiovisual aids supplied.

RustThe Presentation. A carefully prepared lecture presentation which may be used as written
or modified to meet local needs and conditions. It may also be used as a source of
information by a person preparing his own lecture.

BuffThe Visual Aids. Photographic copies of the set of visual aids which are available for
this topic. These visuals are 11" x 11" colored transparencies prepared for use on over-
head projectors. The lecture presentation and lesson plan are keyed to the visuals. A brief
description of the SBA training film titled, "Purchasing, Pricing, Inventory Contzol"
appears in this section. The film and a set of transparencies may be borrowed from the
nearest SBA field office.

GreenThe Supply Department. Materials which may be obtained from SBA field offices or
reproduced locally for distribution to training participants. The Focal Points leaflet is
usually available in quantity and may be useful in promoting attendance for a scheduled
session and as a handout item. Your nearest SBA office can furnish information on current
availability of SBA free publications, including titles published subsequent to this volume.

YellowCases i# Point. Short actual small business management cases which may be used
to augment the presentation and to develop discussion, or as the basis for a second session
on the same topic. One such case is presented.

BlueThe Incubator. Ideas for stimulating further thought and discussion by the participants.
This material may be reproduced locally for distribution to training participants. "Assign-
ments" are designed to aid in retention of the subject matter of the session.

Note: See back cover for index reference to the divider sheets.
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INSTRUCTIONAL SUGGESTIONS

FORMAT SHOULD BE STIMULATING

Use The Three B's

Base instruction onproblems at learners

Blend instruction with job experiencl.

Brighten instructions with variety of
illustrations, investigations
and group participation.

FOUR BASIC

Instructing is like selling - -

Selling

1. Approach customer
Promptness
Put at ease
Awaken interest

2. Present merchandise or service
Select merchandise to fit need
Show one item at a time
Demonstrate selling points

3. Have customer take part
Get merchandise into customer's

hands
Let customer "try on"

merchandise
Answer questions and meet

objections

4. Bring sale to close
Help customers decide; ask:

"which"
"for whom"
"when"

Be sure merchandise fits
need

Summarize points of care and
use

Handle mechanics of sale
Pave way for return visit

STEPS OF INSTRUCTION

1

Instructing

1. Prepare the group
Start on schedule
Put group at ease
Awaken interest

2. Present information
Gauge material to needs
Present one point at a time
Show, illustrate, question

3. Have group participate
Get group to discuss

Have members demonstrate
or use ideas

Answer questions and correct
errors

4. Bring meeting to a close
Check on understanding; ask:

"why" "how"
"when" what"
"where" "who"

Be sure group now can use
information

Summarize "take away" ideas

Make a definite conclusion
Pave way for next session



How To Deal in t h D iffi cult Customers"

(Dge

What To Do
THE "MOUTIF'waate to do Take the play away from him by ashisg others to

comment on his ranatin
Deliberately turn to others and ask for their opinion
Avoid looking at him.
Tactfully ask him to give someone else a chance, or
talk to him in private.

all the talking.

THE "ARGUER"contantly
tries to catch you up.

Keep cool. You can never "win" an argument.
Always make bim back it up. Ask for evideace.

Avoid getting personal.
Refer the question to the group and then to him.

THE "MOUSE"is in every Call him by name and ask him for an opinion. Ask

group, him an easy question he is sure to answer well, then
praise him. This permit is worthy of your attention.

THE "SO-WHATER"ia dis-
interested.

Point up something he hes done as a good example
of the point being stressed. Ask direct question
affecting his work.

2
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LESSON PLAN

Topic: MERCHANDISE PRICING

Objectives: To identify and evaluate factors involved in making correct pricing decisions.
To identify and examine common methods used by successful retailers in
setting correct prices.
To establish guidelines to aid in correct pricing.

Outline of Session Content

Visual and
Audiovisual

Aids

I. Importance of Merchandise Pricing

A. How much is enough? Visual #1
B. Pricing as a key factor in business success

II. Basic Approaches to Pricing

A. Full-cost approach to pricing
B. Flexible approach to pricing

III. Popular Methods Used in Pricing

A. Full-cost pricing
B. Flexible markup pricing
C. Going rate pricing
D. Gross margin pricing
E. Suggested pricing

IV. Some Fundamentals of Effective Pricing

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

The markon goal
Item pricing
Multiple pricing
Price lines
Price zones
Repricing

3
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Visual #2

Visual #3
Visual #4

Visual #5

Visuals #6 and #7
Visual #8
Visual #9
Visual #10
Visual #11



V. Factors That Influence Pricing Policy

A. Individual flexibility
B. Changing economic conditions
C. Longrun welfare of the store
D. Complementary sales
E. Market research information
F. Product's life cycle

VI. Longrun Pricing Policy

A. Long-range goals
B. Shortrun pricing sequences

Visual #12

Visual #13

Visual #14
Visual #15

Show SBA film, "Purchasing, Pricing, Inventory Control"

VII. A Reasoned Approach to Pricing Visual #16

A. Price-volume relationships
B. Contribution to overhead and profits

VIII. Importance of Adequate Records

IX. Summary

4
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IMPORTANCE OF MERCHANDISE PRICING

Not too long ago a harried young businessman came into a field office of the Small Business
Administration with a problem. He was looking for advice on pricing the merchandise in a
small variety store he was opening.

How Much Is Enough?
"The major trouble with pricing starts right at the beginning," he lamented. "There you sit,

pen in hand, invoices in the other, and you don't know quite how to start. So you study the blank
price tickets in front of you, and you try to figure it out. How much is enough?"

(Show Visual #1.)

How Muchf Is Enough ?

Visual No. I

And he should have been concerned, for the answer to his question literally can mean the
difference between success and failure in his business venture.

Pricing as a Key Factor in Business Success
In fact, for any businessman, one of the most important factors in the continued success of his

business is an effective approach to pricing. The merchant must be sensitive to changes in pur-
chasing habits, and the acceptance by his customers of his pricing methods. He must be careful,
for example, not to overprice an item, for this limits the number of units of this merchandise
he will sell. At the same time, he must be aware that if he underprices his merchandise, he is
losing important dollars that should be adding to his profit. What is the "magic" formula that
will keep the merchant from making either of these mistakes? There isn't one. But there is a
good measure of protection in understanding something about pricing methods, and adapting
some of them to the specific requirements of the individual business enterprise.

5
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BASIC APPROACHES TO PRICING

Before we examine a cross-section of popular pricing methods, let's take a look at the two
fundamental approaches any merchant can take in developing a pricing policy.

(Show Visual #2.)

FLEXIBLE
APPROACH

41111

I(nii644 a ,fivt,Aopiti

APPRITACHES TO PRICING

FULL COST

APPROACH

Visual No. 2

Full-Cost Approach to Pricing
One way to determine price is to first take into consideration every single item of running

cost, such as rent, utilities, salaries, delivery costs, and returns. Next, add the cost of the mer-
chandise under consideration. And to this total, add a percentage high enough to provide a

"reasonable" profit.

(Show Visual #3.)

MERCHANDISE COSTSDEL

cope

Set
UTILITIES

Visual No. 3



This is a rather mechanical approach and does have a certain appeal, since it simplifies the
decision-making process with different lines of merchandise. Simply add up the costs, add on
the perce9tage, and there is the price. And the boosters of this pricing approach point to the
"protection" that is built into the system. If all costs are taken into consideration and a profit
is put on top of it, the merchant must make money whenever he sells any of the merchandise.
But there, in a nutshell, is the key to making a profitthe merchandise must be sold. Quite
often, using such a rigid, inflexible method leads to prices that are somewhat higher than the
competition is charging for similar merchandise. And sales that are expected don't really occur.

A recent study of the pricing practices of a number of businesses indicated that even those
merchants who claimed to always use this rigid approach to pricing made a number of com-
promises when business was slow. It became apparent that a flexible approach was more
acceptable to the firms under study. And a flexible approach seems to be the preferred solution
to most pricing problems.

Flexible Approach to Pricing
Many merchants consider a wide range of possible influences when setting their prices.

(Show Visual #4.)

Observes Customers'Choices

Visual No. 4

For instance, they observe their customers, and try to figure how many more bars of soap
they can sell at 21 cents than they, usually sell at 24 cents. If the increase in sales is enough to
offset the price reduction, they act accordingly.

At the same time, they consider the other side of the coinperhaps raising the price of a
particularly good piece of merchandise will not influence the number of sales very greatly
but the unit profit will be much higher, and total profit for the month for that merchandise
will show a significant increase.

Or perhaps the "other" store carrying similar merchandise is selling one or two items at a
considerably lower price. The merchant who is following a flexible pricing system can move

7
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to match the low prices on this merchandise, while adjusting the prices on other lines of goods
to compensate for the lowered profit.

A flexible approach provides an ideal basis for price determination, permitting rapid changes
as may be necessary.

As we examine specific pricing methods, look for features of any of them that seem particul-
arly suited to your own business venture. And remember that, with a flexible approach to
pricing, any or many of them in combination may be adapted for your own requirements.

POPULAR METHODS USED IN PRICING

Over the years, retail merchants have developed a number of popular methods of determining
prices of their merchandise.

(Show Visual #5)

POPULAR METHODS

USED IN PRICING

FULL COST PRICING

FLEXIBLE MARKUP PRICI

GOING RATE PRICING

GROSS MARGIN PRICING

SUGGESTED PRICING

MY MISTAKE, I THOUGHT
GIS WAS A COURSE IN PRICE-

FIXING.

Vi

Visual No. 5

Let's examine five of the most common methods, one at a time:
Full cost pricing
Flexible markup pricing
Going rate pricing
Gross margin pricing
Suggested pricing

Full Cost Pricing
Many businessmen take the view that the price on each .product sold in their store must

cover all the costs of that particular product. This means that the price set will include labor,
materials, overhead costsincluding procurement expensesand a predetermined percentage
for profit. For example, a furniture manufacturing company determines its direct labor and
material costs, and adds a fixed percentage to arrive at a price figure. A grocery store manager
may apply the same formula. He calculates his actual costs to purchase an item, the pro-rate

8
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share of fixed expenses for the space that the article will occupy on his shelves, and adds his
"standard" markup to the article, thus arriving at the sale price.

However, rigid adherence to this method of pricing is the exception, rather than the rule.
Many small businessmen profess a liking for the full cost pricing policy, but when it comes
down to really establishing their prices, their decisions are influenced by a variety of factors,
not the least of which is consumer demand.

Flexible Markup Pricing

A more common practice is to use these same full costs as a guide to establishing a "floor,"
below which average prices are not allowed to fall. It becomes a reference point, and the mer-
chant works from it with flexible markups. Thus, the merchant who follows this method of
price setting can adjust to the changes in consumer demand (or competition) while still pro-
tecting himself from errors in pricing his merchandise too low.

Going Rate Pricing

For some types of business, there are other circumstances under which pricing does not
involve reference to cost estimates. While these firms do not ignore costs in their pricing, con-
siderable emphasis is placed instead on competition, and the prices people are willing to pay.
A good example of this would be a nursery. Costs are rather difficult to determine because of
the time it takes for plants to mature, and the variable effects of weather on crop yield. Con-
sumer demand, as well as competitive conditions, appear to be the key influence in pricing
this merchandise. Management must pay considerable attention to what competitors in their
own locale are charging. Markup has relatively little meaning because of uncertain costs.

In another example, a radio and television repair shop, the owrier charges a standard price
on every service call and each shop job, without regard to time put on the job. Naturally, this
practice does not involve the use of a markup on each job.

It becomes obvious, therefore, that when it is difficult to determine either full cost or whole-
sale cost of an item, markups cannot be used effectively in price determination. Analysis of
the firm's profit and loss statement may indicate the necessity for price changes, but one cannot
readily say that a specific percentage of margin figure can be applied in the pricing.

T

Gross Margin Pricing

;

Many retail firms determine their prices on the basis of wholesale costs rather than full cost.
They add a markupsometimes referred to as gross margineither as a percentage of whole-
sale cost or as a percentage of the retail price.

While these markups reflect costs, demand influences, regional purchasing habits, etc., the
point is that estimates of these various costs do not normally enter into the pricing decision.

For example: A variety store may classify certain items as "competitive" and add a 50%
markup over the wholesale price. On other non-competitive items, a 100% markup may be
applied to the wholesale price.

Firms using the gross margin method of pricing usually do not apply the same margin on
all items and do not use the same margin at all times. It is more profitable to the store man-
agement to take into account the effect of different prices on sales volume. Careful analysis
reveals which items will bear high markups and which require low markups for desired sales
volume.

9



Suggested Pricing
Another simplified approach to pricing that is often adopted by small firms is to follow

external guides. One example of this pricing practice can be seen where retailers accept price
suggestions by manufacturers or their wholesale suppliers. In these cases, there are, of course,
management attempts to keep overall costs in line with profits from normal sales volume.

SOME FUNDAMENTALS OF EFFECTIVE PRICING

Any of the common methods of pricing may be the logical and effective method to use
under a specific set of circumstances. But it is much more important to develop a way of
reasoning about prices than to adopt a specific set of inflexible rules. Rules, once set up, tend
to become stagnant, and often remain in effect as a "habit," even when they no longer apply
rationally. Sound reasoning, on the other hand, adjusts to differing or changing circumstances.

(Show Visual #6.)

FORMULA:

OPERATING
EXPENSE PROFIT REDUCTIONS

MARRON:
SALES 4 REDUCTIONS

Visual No. 6

Merchandise is expensive. Space to store and display this merchandise is also expensive.
This means that any merchandise not moving off your shelves costs you money instead of
making you profits. So let's consider some of the fundamentals of effective pricing. We can
begin by setting a few prices on merchandise in your store, and see what happens.

The Markon Goal
Markon goals should be set for each line of merchandi&; a store will handle. What is

markon? The two terms markon and markup are used interchangeably, and are usually taken
to mean the same thing. To clarify the terms: Markonor markupis the difference between
the cost price and the retail price at which a merchant plans to sell an item.of merchandise.

A proper markon will achieve the following desired results:
Cover operating expenses.
Cover transportation costs of merchandise to store.
Provide for expected markdowns.
Provide' net profit for store.
Inspire good turnover.
To set a markon goal for any of the lines of merchandise you may handle, you can make

use of a simple formula:
Expenses + Operating profit + Reductions

Markon =
Sales + Reductions

10
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(Show Visual #7 .)

Visual No.7

Let's set up a projected Sales volume of $10,000. We'll assume that careful forecasting
indicates that Expenses for the time period under discussion should amount to $3,000. The
Operating profit we desire for this merchandise is $400. Reductions will include both mark-
downs of seasonal merchandise and inventory shortages. The estimate for Reductions is $500.
The formula then becomes:

$3,000 + $400 + $500 $3,900 = %37.1$10,000 + $500 $10,500
Thus, using this simple formula, we can determine that a markon of 37.1% of retail or

selling price will be required to achieve the desired goals. For other merchandise in the store,
substitute appropri*e figures and the calculation can easily be made.

Item Pricing
Markon can never be considered to be automatic. The store owner or manager cannot follow

blindly any mathematical calculation.

(Show Visual #8.)

PRICING MACHINE

$10.01

$10.95

$8.95

Visual No. 8

11,
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For instance, if an item costs $6.30, with our "standard" markon of 58.98% (of which is
equivalent to 37.1 % markon based on the retail or selling price) * the item should sell for
$10.01. But if it is a particularly good item, it may readily bring $10.95. In another case,
perhaps it will be a slow mover at even $10.01, but at $8.95 it may move in tremendous
quantities, and bring in enough sales volume to justify its price reduction.

So you see, setting a markon goal doesn't end your pricing problem. It simply gives you a
general guide to use in establishing your initial markon. Pricing has often been referred to
as an art, and you must develop the skill to weigh volume possibilities against customer
resistance, variable expenses and reductions.

One effective way to approach the pricing of individual items is to take the planned mer-
chandise line markon and apply it to the article under consideration. Let's take a $4.85 item
at cost, and apply our 58.98% markon. The "normal" price of the item would be $7.71.
Now, let's examine the item a bit more. Is it a highly speculative item? Does it carry the risk
of a large seasonal markdown? Will it move slowly? Then, to assume a reasonable profit,
you will have to set a higher markon.

If you have past experience with this particular type of merchandise, you can base your
reasoning on past performance. If this is your initial venture with the product, adroit ques-
tioning of your suppliers, or your merchant's association, or even shopping of your competition
will aid you in setting the price. Careful analysis of the sales performance of the item will
aid you in pricing for the following season.

Of course, the reverse could be trueif the item is a fast mover, the risk is low, and per-
haps even expenses will be lower with the increased rate of turnover. So you may wish to
price the item below your "normal" retail.

Many merchants establish a range of markon within which they try to operateoften 5 %
above and below their calculated "standard." Analysis of their cost and sales records then indi-
cates any tendency to price too high or too low, and adjustments then can be made accord-
ingly. While at first glance this may seem to be a "sit and miss" approach, in reality it is a
very workable system, based on sound judgement factors, and then checked by the merchant's
own comprehensive records.

Multiple Pricing

When pric;ng items that are commonly bought in multiples or sets, it is very desirable to
develop multiple prices, to offer the customer the opportunity of paying less for a "set" or
specific common quantity than for the same merchandise purchased individually. Typically,
this would include the "57 cents, 2 for $1" type of pricing, or 11.70 each, 3 for $5".

*Conversion from markon at retail to markon

Cost
62.9%

37.1

Markon

+ 37.1%

at cost is as follows:

= Retail
= 100%

62
= 58.98% (Markon based on cost)

.9
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(Show Visual # 9.)

jJ

5N each
2 for $1.00

$1.70 each

3 for $ 5.00

$3.40 each

3 for $10.00

260 each

4 for $1.00

Visual No.9

n n

The slight loss of markup is more than made up by the increased value of the sale. Quite
often the handling expenses for the multiple sale will be no more than for the individual
sale, with resulting increased profits.

A wise merchant will carefully review all of his regular merchandise to determine where
multiple pricing could stimulate his sales volume.

Price Lines

When a shopper has not decided in advance exactly what she wants, the merchant can
help stimulate sales by presenting an assortment of types, styles and colors for her perusal,
all at the same price. Thus, she can pick and choose, uninfluenced by small differences in price.

(Show Visual #10.)

Visual No, 10
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This substitution of single price, like $1.95 instead of a variety of prices$1.98, $2.05,
$2.00, or $2.09is called setting up a price line. Using price lines proves invaluable to the
merchant, because it enables him to offer complete assortments of merchandise at a limited
number of prices rather than to invest in many incomplete stocks of merchandise at a wide
variety of prices. Price lines offer the additional advantages of simplifying merchandise buying,
and making easier the determination of correct retail prices for individual items.

How many price lines to carry depends upon the individual store, its customers' purchasing
habits, and competition. Studies have determined that the largest volume of sales in any mer-
chandise line is usually realized in relatively few price lines. Fewer price lines usually means
increased volume, more store goodwill, better stock control, faster turnover, decreased mark-
downs and an increased net profit.

Price Zones

Sometimes the merchant is faced with maintaining a number of price lines, each one repre-
senting only a small proportion of store sales, but in their combined total representing a
volume or clientele that the store does not wish to lose. In such a case, it may be possible to
treat this group of price lines as if it were one, and thus substitute a price zone for the repre-
sented merchandise. The assortment of sizes, colors, styles and types is then calculated for
the zone instead of for each price line.

Very often, these price zones can be seen in the purchasing pattern of the store's customers.
And in any store, there are usually three zones where purchasing volume is concentrated.

(Show Visual #11.)

Zone "A" is the high volume zone, normally in the middle of the store's pricing range, and
often accounts for half to three-quarters of the store's sales volume.

ZONE C
PRESTIGE ZONE

Visual No. 11

Zone "B" is the promotion zone, generally centered around the lower cost items in the
store. Depending upon the clientele of the store, this zone may account for any amount of
volume, even up to 50%.

Zone "C" is the prestige zone, normally.the highest priced merchandise, and accounting for
a relatively small volume of sales.

So, pricing of merchandise then begins to fall into certain proven patterns. If the merchant

14
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studies his store's clientele, akid analyzes their purchases in terms of price lines and price zones,
he can build an effective pricing system that conforms to his marketing requirement.

Repricing

The wise merchant keeps a close eye on swiftly changing consumer demandsnot only
from year to year, but from season to season, and even within a season. An item that is "hot"
at the beginning of the season may be almost impossible to move by the end of the season.
Fashion goods point to this problemdelays in taking markdowns often lead to heavy end-
of-season losses. Repricingtaking a small markdownearly in the season in this case can
stimulate buying interest when many customers are still in the market. Late in the season
only very drastic price reductions attract shoppers.

Another instance where repricing is important is when replacement costs of merchandise
increases. Some merchants neglect to mark up the merchandise on their shelves when replace-
ment costs rise. Thus, they are often retailing merchandise at a price equal to or even below
what it will cost them to replace it.

An effective way to keep track of the efficiency of your repricing is to list all of your intended
price changes on a small chart that becomes part of your permanent records. Then, make a
monthly comparison of the markdowns you actually take. This comparison will show up any
tendency to wait too long before you take your markdowns. It will also help prevent taking
markdowns too early in a slow season.

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE PRICING POLICY

Thus far, we have described a variety of ways to approach the problem of pricing mer-
chandise. And we have seen specific application of many of the common pricing policies. Now
let us review an individual merchant's pricing practices. Depending upon the type of business,
some of the factors we shall list may not be applicable, or may vary in importance.

Individual Flexibility
Three of the six factors, we should consider, that influence pricing policy are: individual

flexibility, changing economic conditions, and longrun store welfare.

(Show Visual #12.)

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE

PRICING POLICY

MIIVINAL FLEXIBILITY

MOM ECONOMIC
MINTON

LINO- flU VIM KEENE

ARE YOU SURE OAT'S
ALL DE INFLUENCES?

0

4,62,

Visual No.12
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Certainly one basic fact must be apparentthe pricing problem of any business depends
upon its own individual set of problems. What will work for firm "A" will not always be
practical for firm "B," and so on. And yet, there are many firms that attempt to follow rigid
pricing formulas, tending toward a simplified mechanical approach, struggling to reshape its
other business activities to fit into the cost pattern that its sales volume demands.

The merchant should adopt a flexible policy of pricing, designed to accurately reflect con-
sumer demand, and modified to compensate for competition.

Changing Economic Conditions
The successful business firm must develop a willingness to vary its prices with changing

economic conditions. A trend toward credit buying, for example, may reflect a willingness to
purchase higher-priced merchandise. The consumer's willingness to sign a charge slip where
he would not make a cash purchase for even a substantially lesser amount can be considered
in pricing the volume merchandise in a typical retail store.

Longrun Welfare of the Store
Among the most effective ways of minimizing price influences on your sales efforts is pro-

viding such services as delivery, installment and repair work, and liberal policies of exchange
and returns. Customer goodwill is important, and exerts a great influence on total sales volume.
This in turn permits the merchant greater flexibility in his pricing.

The choice of store location, quality of goods handled, and the services to be offered all
combine to influence the merchant's basic pricing policy. The basic policy will determine if
the store is to cater to people buying in the low, medium or high-price range. Consistency in
pricing, once the basic policy has been determined, will contribute to the long-range appeal
of the store to its customers.

Complementary Sales
The additional three factors that influence pricing policy are: complementary sales, market

research, and product's life cycle.

(Show Visual #13.)

Factors That Influence

Pricing Policy

Vinial No, 13
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In addition to the longrun effect of pricing of specific items, the merchant should carefully
examine the effect of price of one item on the sale of others in his store. The classic example,
of course, is the practice of loss leader pricing. Pricing a popular item below the market aver-
age to generate store traffic is a common practice.

The merchant may carry some items that are not profitablemerely break-evenjust be-
cause they regularly bring customers into the store. On the other hand, some "controlled brand"
items which the merchant has obtained as an exclusive will not be subject to price competition
and can afford him greater markup. Sales resulting from practices of balancing prices of var-
ious items are sometimes referred to as complementary sales.

Market Research Information
The merchant must cast about for information of value in setting his pricing. Much infor-

mation is available to him from trade organizations. In addition, careful analysis of his own
records and attention to area marketing trends can supply important data.

If investigation reveals that the consumer has an opportunity to compare prices in a number
of stores, more care must be taken in determining markonthe consumer demand in his store
will be strongly influenced by current pricing.

Simple trial and error, augmented by sensitive attention to changes in purchasing patterns
by his consumers during the course of the experiment can be of considerable value to a mer-
chant willing to experiment.

Product's Life Cycle
With a new product just entering the marketplace, the merchant must consider the distinction

between a "skimming" price and a "penetration" price.
A "skimming" price would be a high price that would last for a short time, taking advantage

of an early demand for the item. This practice is often followed when the merchant is unsure
of the demand life of the product, and assures a quick profit before the market is saturated
with similar merchandise from other manufacturers. A good example of this was the Hula
Hoop craze of several years ago. The original product carried a "skimming" price of $3.98.
In a short time, competitive versions of the hoop were being marketed as low as $1.00.

A "penetration" price would be a lower price, to build sales volume up rapidly, and depend
on repeat business for a continuing high sales volume at a modest profit. This practice would
often apply to merchandise that is consumable. Special sale merchandise in chain grocery
stores fits this category quite well. The attractive lower price lures the customer to try it, and
if the product is good enough, a large percentage of the original purchasers become repeat
customers.

In some cases, the pricing decision has been made for the merchant by the manufacturer. In
other cases, where the merchant has an exclusive, he must make the determination himself.

LONGRUN PRICING POLICY

Pricing decisions made by the individual merchant have more than a passing impact on both
immediate and longrun profits. A pricing decision that increases immediate profits may not be
consistent with the longrun profit picture.

For example: A shipment of merchandise is obtained that is a regional "exclusive." The
item cost of the merchandise is $5.00. The calculated "average" store markon is 35 % of retail.

17
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The article can be profitably retailed at $7.69. However, it is "exclusive", and no other store
in the area has it. An educated guess determines that the item will be saleable at $9.50, so the
higher price is set, and several hundred of the items are sold, to the profit advantage of the store.

But the fabulous sales record of the item nationally causes the manufacturer to intensify his
distribution. Now two other stores in town are able to obtain the item at the same wholesale
cost, and they market the item at $8.00.

The original seller has several hundred in stock. He must either reduce his price to $8.00
and compete with the other stores for buyers, reduce his price below his competition and risk
the loss of goodwill of previous purchasers, or take the merchandise off the market in his store
and suffer the loss quietly. The prestige of the store's pricing policies could, in any case, suffer
a serious blow.

Long-Range Goals

A primary determinant of any store's pricing policies should be its long-range goals. The
store's basic pricing should reflect the "image" it is trying to create.

(Show Visual #14.)

Visual No. 14

For example, a store may have an opportunity to sell an item at a huge profit, because it is
the last stock of its kind to exist in a commnnity. But instead, it sells the item at a well-adver-
tised low price as a goodwill gesture. Thus, the store shows more concern with its future sales
and resultant total longrun profit picture than the relatively small immediate profit to be
realized on the sale of a limited quantity of merchandise.

In another case, where a store is trying to create an image of being a low-cost "family"
shopping center, high markon merchandise may be avoided, and the "sale" item may become
a staple in the price line.

Another store, after an image of conservative good 'taste and "quality," may avoid setting

18
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"odd" prices (such as 99 or $1.98), establishing conservative price zones, and will be very
careful in its repricing practices to avoid extreme markdowns.

However, these goals need not interfere with good pricing practices during seasonal or other
shortrun pricing sequences.

Shortrun Pricing Sequences
Where a store is flexible in its buying and stocking, and can order new and exciting mer-

chandise items when they are leading the market, it is possible to reap high profits before

competition can switch gears and stock similar goods for sale. In this way, a local reputation

(Show Visual #15.)

Visual No.13

for style leadership has enabled many merchants to consistently maintain higher-than-average
markups on exclusive lines of merchandise. The same rationale applies to variety stores, hard-
ware stores and others. Careful merchandise selection, perceptive promotional efforts and wise
merchandising all contribute to pricing decision.

Shortrun pricing sequences can be as short as a one-day sale, or as long as several months,
depending upon the purpose of the marketing plan. But careful reflection will reveal that even
with the flexibility that can be built into the shortrun sequences, they should still conform

to the longrun policy of the store.

[NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: It is suggested that this may be a suitable time-spot
for showing SBA's management training film entitled "Purchasing, Pricing,

Inventory Control" (black and white, 280 minutes). The film includes a treat-

ment of formulas for pricing services and merchandise.]
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A REASONED APPROACH TO PRICING

As we suggested earlier in this discussion, it is more important to develop a system of rea-
soning than to learn specific rules. Sound reasoning can be adapted by any set of circumstances,
and will enable a more correct determination than an inflexible set of rules.

(Show Visual #16.)

Visual No. 16

Sound reasoning applied to pricing means the careful examination of the impact of various
decisions on changes in both costs and income. More specifically, this means:

A. A study of the price-volume relationships to understand what will happen to total in-
come at all reasonable prices, and a comparison of those relationships with cost figures
to find the most profitable price on any individual item.

B. A study of the contribution to profit and overhead on each product that is sold in the
store, and the selection of individual items for emphasis in sales at prices that will bring
in the maximum contribution to overhead and profits.

Price-Volume Relationships
It is important to examine the relationships of price and volume to really see what occurs

in total revenue during various price experiments.
For example, an item is purchased for $2.621/2 net. By pricing it at $4.50, the sales volume

is 300 units in a specific time period. This generates an income of $1,350, with a cost of goods
of $787.50 and a gross profit of $562.50 for the period.

Taking the same item and repricing it to $3.95 now generates a sales volume of 600 units,
with a gross income of $2,370. The cost of goods (still at $2.621/2 net) is $1,575, with a
gross profit of $795 for the same time period.

In a further attempt to stimulate a bigger sales volume, the price is lowered to $3.79. Sales
do increase, but only to 675 units in an identical time period. Gross income rises to $2,558.25
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and cost of goods is $1,771.88 for this volume. Gross profit in this case was $786.37. The
price reduction did result in a greater sales volume, but it lowered the gross profit.

The price-volume relationship that produces the best profit picture for this product in this
marketing area results from a sale price on the item of $3.95.

While it is not practical to actually perform this price experiment with every single item
in a retail store, careful attention to sales and cost/pricing records can indicate potential trends.
The store owner can experiment with several items widely separated in type, each representing
a classification of goods. Results of the limited pricing experiment can then be applied to other
merchandise as a check on the accuracy of his findings. In this way, the optimum price-volume
relationship can be approximated for the majority of the products in the store.

Does this seem like a great deal of trouble? Perhaps it will take more time than arbitrary
pricing, but the price that results in the most effective sale of merchandise is reflected in the
final profit that is surely every businessman's goal.

Contribution to Overhead and Profits
Pricing of merchandise affects merchandise turnover. Stock that remains on store shelves

is not doing a merchant's profit picture any good. Every item must carry within its price its
own share of overhead and deliver its fair share of profits. To illustrate the point:

Springfield Hardware Company carries two brands of electric toasters in stock. Brand "A"
sells for $15 and offers a gross profit per unit of $5. During a typical sales period, the store
sells 15 of them for a profit of $75.

Brand "B" sells for $17.50, but is priced to deliver a unit profit of $7. In the identical sales
period, however, the store normally only sells 6 of them. Both toasters must be purchased in
increments of one dozen.

Thus, for a stock of 24 toasters Brand "A," Springfield Hardware must invest $240 and
can expect a return of $75 with $90 still tied up in remaining inventory. With Brand "B,"
the investment is $252, with a return of $42 and an inventory investment remaining of $189.
The higher unit profit of toaster Brand "B" becomes insignificant with the total picture held
up for study.

Effective pricing methods can aid the development of a good turnover rate.

IMPORTANCE OF ADEQUATE RECORDS

Studies of businesses which have been in danger of failing show that a principal reason for
difficulty can often be traced to inadequate records. Absence of records is not in itself the cause
of difficulties, but it accounts for the merchant's inability to see in advance the direction in
which he is going.

The merchant who desires to increase the effectiveness of his pricing methods must have
comprehensive data to analyze such things as:

Business Volume
Running expenses and expense ratios
Gross profit margins
Sales progress, according to merchandise line and individual itein
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Customer preference in merchandise
Consumer reaction to price lines
Inventory turnover rates
Net profit

With up-to-date records, he may foresee impending problems and
correct them before the situation becomes irreversible.

And of course, merchants also need good records to substantiate:

Returns under Federal and State tax laws, including income
security:

Requests for credit from equipment manufacturers or loans from
lending institution.

Claims about the business in preparation for its sale.

SUMMARY

take adequate steps to

tax and social

a bank or other

Effective merchandise pricing requires a great deal of concentration on the part of the mer-
chant. Of course, skill in pricing doesn't come on the first try. Like almost all other worth-
while achievements, it comes with planning, hard work and patience. To succeed, the merchant
must examine and understand all of the factors that can influence his business objectives.

Let us review the principal steps to effective merchandise pricing. First, establish a set of
long-range goals. Second, analyze price-volume relationships in your business, and compare
them with costs to find the most profitable price on each item. Third, examine the contribution
to profit and overhead of each product that is sold in the store, and select those items that will
provide the best contribution to overhead and profits. Fifth, review all records to determine
sales trends, and reprice according to your findings.

Unfortunately, there is no "magic" formula that will work on every line of merchandise
all of the time. But a sound, flexible approach will enable the judgment of the merchant to
come to bear in the development of personal skill in pricing.
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USE OF VISUAL AIDS

WHAT TO USE

Chalkboard

Posters, Charts, and
Diagrams

Hand-Out Materials

Films and Film Strips

WHEN AND HOW TO USE

Study and plan before a meeting what to put
on the board and where to Fitit it. Use it to
present sketches, diagrams, outlines, defini-
tions, key words, directions, record of class
contributions, and summaries.
Suit material to board space.
Write plainly and quickly.
Keep wording simple.
Stand at one side of board while referring to
material.
Talk to the group, not to the board.
Erase material no longer needed.

To arouse interest and attract attention ; to

show relationships and trends ; to inspire
group.
Use device large enough to be seen.
Post where everyone can see.
Present at right time.
Discuss information illustrated.

To present information uniform in character
and as a guide to material covered; emphasize
key points; arouse interest and discussion ; re-
view or summarize discussions; and serve as
permanent refmence.
Select to serve a definite purpose.
Introduce at right time.
Distribute in manner to convey its importance.
Direct members how to use.

Present an overall view ; introduce a new sub-
ject; emphasize specific aspects of a subject;
arouse interest; sumunarize.
Select caref ully to relate to the discussion and

SA11plan presentation. Arrange room and equip-
ment for showing. Alert the audience for the
showing or what will be seen. Run the film.
Discuss the subject matter and summarize.

Keep subject matter practical; show develop-
ment of a process; increase understanding.
Select only enough to illustrate, not confuse.
Pass around if necessary.
Take time to present clearly.
Comment when presenting.

Samples, Forms, and
Exhibits

Pedestal Chart A pad of newsprint sheets or similar paper may
be used for the same purposes as the chalk-
board. Material recorded with chalk or
crayon may be saved for future reference by
the group or by the instructor.
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SBA'S MANAGEMENT TRAINING FILM

"Purchasing, Pricing, Inventory Control"
This film tells how to find suppliers offering right goods at right prices for a given market;

provides formulas for pricing services as well as merchandise offered for sale; gives methods of
maintaining inventory that's complete without being overlarge arid overcostly; stresses need for
keeping and using records to maintain balanced inventory and shows how to stimulate stock
turnover toward profit goals.

This black and white 281/2-minute film is'one in a series of 10 business management train-
ing films. The overall story plan is that a young man who, having inherited some money and
wanting to go into business for himself, seeks advice and guidance from businessmen or edu-
cators in his community about various aspects of business management. The film drama shows
him in such interaction situations. Location shots of actual business operations are used to
emphasize important points.

OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCIES

Facsimiles of 16 transparencies intended for use with this instructor's manual appear on the
following three pages.

A set of the 11 by 11-inch transparencies in color, as well as the film described above, may
be provided on loan to SBA cosponsors of management training from the nearest office of the
Small Business Administration listed on the inside back cover of this manual.
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PRICING MACHINE

FORMULA
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LIST OF HANDOUT MATERIAL

1. Focal Points on Merchandise Pricing

2. SMA No. 105, A Pricing Checklist for Managers

3. SMA No. 21, Pricing and Profits in Small Stores

4. MA No. 193, What is the Best Selling Price?

5. MA No. 37, Figuring and Using Break-Even Points

Also See the Bibliography on page 55, which is intended primarily for use by the instructor but
may also be duplicated and used as a helpful handout item.
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SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

u $ Government Agency

Pricing

Small Marketers Aids Na 105

Washington, O. C. First printed August 1964 Reprinted September 1969

A PRICING CHECKLIST FOR MANAGERS
By Joseph D. O'Brian

Associate Professor of Marketing, College of Business Administration
Boston College, Boston, Massachusetts

SUMMARY

Pricing is a basic factor in insuring the profitable operations of small retailers. Pricing
plans, objectives, and policies are important phases of management, and to set effective
prices the owner-manager must: (1) know his costs and (2) understand buyer motivation,
timing, and competitors. Nonpricing practices can also be used to attract customers.

The questions in this Aid are designed to help small marketers in evaluating their
pricing policies and p:ractices.

EXAMINING COSTS, SALES VOLUME, AND PROFITS

The questions in this part should be helpful when you look at prices from the viewpoint of
costs, sales volume, and profits.

Costs and Prices
The small retailer who sets the price for an item by applying a standard markup may be

overlooking Certain cost factors which are connected with that item. The following questions
are designed to help you gather information which should be helpful when you are determining
prices on specific types of items.

1. Do you know which of your operating costs remain the same regardless
of sales volume?

2. Do you know which of your operating costs decrease percentage-wise
as your sales volume increases?

3. Have you ever figured out the breakeven point for your items selling
at varying price levels?

4. Do you look behind high gross margin percentages? (For example, a
product with a high gross margin, may also be a slow turnover item
with high handling costs. Thus it may be less profitable than lower
margin items which turn over fast.)'

5. When you select items for price reductions, do you project the effects
on profits? (For example, if a food marketer considers whether to run
canned ham or rump steak on sale, an important.cost factor is labor.
Practically none is involved in featuring cannedham; however, a rump
steak sale requires the skill of a meat-cutter and this labor cost might
mean little or no profits.)

Yes No

Pricing and Sales Volume
An effective pricing program should also consider sales volume. For example, high prices

might limit your sales volume while low prices might result in a large, but unprofitable volume.
The following questions should be helpful in determining what is right for your situation.

6. Have you considered setting a sales volume goal and then studying to
see if your prices will help you reach it?

7. Have you set a target of a certain number of new customers for next
year? (If so, how can pricing help you to get them?)
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8. Should you limit the quantities of low-margin itenis which any one
customer can buy when they are on sale? (If so, will you advertise
this policy?)

9. What is your policy when a sale item is sold out before the end of the
advertised period? Do you allow disappointed customers to buy the
item later at the sale price?

Yes

Pricing and Profits
Prices should help bring in sales which are profitable over the long pull. The following ques-

tions are designed to help you think about pricing policies and their effect al your annual profits.
10. Do you have all the facts on costs, sales, and competitive behavior?
11. Do you set prices with the hope of accomplishing definite objectives,

such as a 1-percent profit increase over last year?
12. Have you set a given level of profits in dollars and in percent of sales?
13. Do you keep records which will give you the needed facts on profits,

1losses, and prices?
14. Do you review your pricing practices periodically to make sure that

they are helping to achieve your profit goals?

JUDGING THE BUYER, TIMING, AND COMPETITORS
The questions in this part are designedtohelp you check your practices for judging the buyer

(your customers), your timing, and you competitors.
The Buyer and Pricing Strategy

After you have your facts on costs, the next point must be the CUSTOMER--whether you
are changing a price, putting in a new item, or checking out your present price practices.
Knowledge of your customers helps you to determine how to vary prices in order to get the
average gross margin you need for making a profit. (For example, to get an average gross
margin of 35 percent, some retailers put a low markup--10 percent, for instance on items
which theypromote as traffic builders andusehigh markup--sometimes as much as 60 percent--
on slow-moving items.) The following questions should be helpful in checking your knowledge
about your customers..

15. Do you know whether your customers shop around and for what items?
16. Do you know how your customers maketheir comparisons? By reading

newspaper ads? Store shopping? Hearsay?
17. Are you trying to appeal to customers who buy on price alone? To

those who buy on quality alone? To those who combine the two?
18. Do any of your customers tell you that your prices are in line with

those of your competitors? Higher? Lower?
19. Do you know which item (or types of items) your customers call for

even though you raise the price?
20. Do you know which.items (or types of items) your customers leave on

your shelves when you raise the price?
21. Do certain items seem to appeal to customers more than others when

you run weekend, clearance, or special-days sales?
22. Have you used your individual sales records to classify your present

customers according to the volume of their purchases?
23. Will your customers buy more if you use multiple pricing? (For

example, 3 for 39 cents for products with rapid turnover.)
24. Do your customers respond to odd prices more readily than even

prices, for example, 99 cents rather than $1?
25. Have you decided on a pricing strategy to create a favorable price

image with your customers? (For example, a retailer with 8,000
different items might decide to make a full margin on all medium or
slow movers while featuring--at low price levels--the remaining
fast movers.)

26. If you are trying to build a quality price image, do your individualcustomer records, such as charge account statements, show that
you are selling a larger number of higher priced items than you were
12 months ago?

27. Do your records of individual customer accounts and your observa-
tions of customer behavior in the store show price as the important

I.
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factor in their buying? Service? Assortments? Some other considera-
tion?

Yes No

Time and Pricing
Effective merchandising means that you have the right product, at the right place, at the right

price, and at the right time. All are important, but timing is the critical element for the small
retailer. The following questions shodld be helpful in determining what is the right time for you
to adjust prices.

28. Are you a "leader" or a "follower" in announcing your price reduc-
tions? (The follower, even though he matches his competitors, creates
a negative impression on his customers.)

29. Have you studied your competitors to see whether they follow any
sort of pattern when making price changes? (For example, do some qf
them run clearance sales earlier than others?)

30. Is there a pattern to the kinds of items which competitors promote at
lower prices at certain times of the month or year?

31. Have you decided whether it is better to take early markdowns on
seasonal or style goods or to run a clearance sale at the end of the
season?

32. Have you made regular annual sales, such as Anniversary Sales,
Fall Clearance, or Holiday Cleanup, so popular that many customers
wait for them rather than buying in season?

33. When you change a price, do you make sure that all customers know
about it through price tags and so on?

34. Do you try to time price reductions so they can be promoted in your
advertising?

Competition and Pricing
When you set prices, you have to consider how your competitors might react to your prices.

The starting place is learning as much as you can about their price structures. The following
questions are designed to help you check out this phase of pricing.

35. Do you use all the available channels of information to keep you up to
date on your competitors' price policies? (Some useful sources of
information are: things your customers tell you; the competitor's
price list and catalogs, if he uses them; his advertising; reports from
your suppliers; trade paper studies; and shoppers employed by you.)

36. Should your policy be to try always to sell above or below competition?
Only to meet it?

37. Is there a pattern to the way your competitors respond to your price cuts?
38. Have you lost certain customers because competitors match your

price cuts?
39. Is the leader pricing of your competitors affecting your sales volume

to such an extent that you must alter your pricing policy on individual
items (or types of items) of merchandise?

40. Do you realize that no two competitors have identical cost curves?
(This difference in costs means that certain price levels may be
profitable for you but unprofitable for your competitor or vice versa.)

PRACTICES WHICH CAN HELP OFFSET PRICE
Some small retailers take advantage of the fact that price is not always the determining

factor in making a sale. They supply customer services and offer other inducements to offset
the effect of competitors' lower prices. Delivery serviceis an example. Comfortable shopper's
meeting place is another. The following questions are designed to help you take a look at some
of these practices.

41. Do the items or services which you sell have advantages for which
customers are willing to pay a little more?

42. From personal observation of customer behavior in your store can you
tell about how much more customers will pay for such advantages?

43. Should you change your services so as to create an advantage for
which your customers will be willing to pay?

44. Does your advertising emphasize customer benefits rather than
price?



45. Are you using the most common nonprice competitive tools? (For
example, have you tried to alter Mar product or service to the existing
market? Have you tried stamps, bonus purchase gifts, or other plans
for building repeat business?)

46. Should policies on returned goods be changed so as to impress your
customers better?

47. If you sell repair services, have you checked out your guarantee
policy?

48. Should you alter assortments of merchandise to increase sales?

yes No

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Businessmen who wish to explore further the subject of pricing may be interested in the

references indicated below. This list is necessarily brief and selective. However, no slight is
intended toward authors whose works are not mentioned.

Guides Against Deceptive Pricing. Free from the Bureau of Industry Guidance, Federal Trade Com-
mission, Washington, D.C. 20580. The Federal Trade Commission issued this booklet on De-
cember 20, 1963 to supersede those in effect since October 2, 1958.

These Guides .are designed to highlight certain problems in the field of price advertising
which experience has demonstrated to be especially troublesome to businessmen who in good
f3ith desire to avoid deception of the consuming public. The Guides are not intended to serve
as comprehensive or precise statements of law, but rather as practical aids to the honest
businessman who seeks to conform his conduct to the requirements of fair and legitimate
merchandising.

The Guides deal with the following: I--Former Price Comparisons; II--Retail Price Com-
parisons; Comparable Value Comparisons; III--Advertising Retail Prices Which Have Been
Established or Suggested by Manufacturers; IV--Bargain Offers Based Upon the Purchase of
Other Merchandise; and V--Miscellaneous Price Comparisons.

Pricing for Profit and Growls. A. Bergfeld, J. Earley, and W. Knobloch. 1962. $12.90. Prentice-
Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632.

Competition and Price Making in Food Retailing. Ralph Cassady, Jr. 1962. $6.50. The Ronald Press Co.,
15 East 25th St. New York, N.Y. 10010.

Pricing: The Critica1 Decision. 1961. Report #66. $2.25. American Management Association, 135
West 50th St., New York, N.Y. 10050.

Competitive Pricing. 1958. Report #17, $3.00. American Management Association, 135 West 50th
St., New York, N.Y. 10050.

"How to Price a New Product" in Management Aids for Small Business: Annual No. 3. Small Business
Administration. 1957. Available for 45 cents from the Superintendentof Documents, Washington,
D.C. 20402.
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PRICING AND PROFITS IN SMALL STORES
By Edward L. Anthony, Managerial Assistance Division Small Business Administration, Washington, D. C.

According to one popular theory, the key to
success in a snail retailing business is volume.
"Yes," say some, "when you.get your volume up,
everything works out all right." Another common
idea, however, bolds that the vital factor is margin.
"Remember," say supporters of this view, "price
to hold up your margins on each item and the whole
line will be in good shape."

PRICE-VOLUME-PROFIT RELATIONSHIPS

Actually, there is no single success-pro-
ducing factor. It is a combination of price and
yulume which tells the profit stoty. A few typical
situations with illustrative figures will support
that statement.

Three Cases in Point. - *pose, first,
that you buy an item at $2.624 net. You price it
at $4.50 and sell 300 in the course of a given
period of time. This gives you an income of
$1,350 with cost of goods of $787.50 and a gross
profit of $562.50 for the period.

Next, suppose you think that the item might
move better with a lower ticket. Accordingly, you
cut the price to $3.95. Volume over an ecpal
petiod expands to 600 units and income rises to
$2,370. Cost of goods still at $2.62% net per unit,
jumps to $1,515 and you earn a gross profit of
$795 for the period. This is better than before,
just as you had hoped.

Then finally, suppose you decide to push for
the still greater volume and, therefore, cut your
price to $3.79. Sales during a like period rise, but
only to 675 units. Income goes up to $2,558.25 and
cost of goods increases to $1,771.:.: . In this sit-
uation you end the period with a gloss profit of
$786.37. You did get an increase in volume, but
you're worse off. In the second case your gross
profit was the largest in terms of total ddlars.

t.
The cmclusion to be drawn from these cases

is that the best price was in the $3.95 range. The
price-volumeprofit relationship at that point
yielded the most dollars at the end of the period.
It isn't a question of price alone or volume alonq
you have to consider both at once.

A Word About Expenses. .. "That's a good
line of reasoning," some businessmen will say,
"but what about expenses?" The answer to that
question is that, here, they were left out of the
calculations. In relation to any individual item.in
a store, most big retailing expenses are "fixed"
in the short run. "Variable" expenses, like
wrapping paper and string, are usually insignifi-
cant. But major expenses like rent, wages, and
advertising would, in most cases, hardly be
changed if a single item were added or dropped
from stock. The exceptions are the situatims
where rent is based on &percentage of revenue,
where salespeople get a percentage commission,
or where both techniques ere used together.

Unless you operate with such percentage
arrangements, it is a highly complex job to
estimate what expenses per item really add up to
as its volume changes. Therefore, when expenses
are largely fixed in relation to a single item, it
is usually good sense, in determining its price,
to consider the effects of a price change en dollar
gross margin. That's what was done above.

Watch the Overall Effects.-- Along this
line, in miring price decisions try to cultivate a
broad and long-range concqn. For instance, some
retailers plan to enlarge their clientele by pricing
one of their items so low that they only cover their
costs. Other merchants plan to build prestige by
pricing certain lines so high that they appeal only
to every special class of customer. While such

Copies of this Aid are available free from Bel,: offices and Washington headquarters r4 the Small Businses Administration. Aids
may be condensed or reproduced. They nay not be altered to imply approval by SBA of any private organisallat, product. or serv-
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policies may not yield the biggest profits at the
moment, they are designed to do so over, the long
pull by the effect they have on the store's total
trade.

There is wisdom in watching the profits for
your business as a whole. This means that some
items you carry may not necessarily make a given
profit percentage--or even a profit at all. But
they will tend to build business. The principle
of "leaders" rests on the fact that one of the best
ways of attracting customers is to offer certain
articles at exceptionally low prices. Shoppers
coming in for the leaders are encouraged to pur-
chase other merchandise in sufficient quantity to
more than make up for the leaders' lack of margin.
Salespeople, of course, must concentrate on moving
other goods besides just the leaders.

Unquestionably it is not always easy to
apply the reasoning oudined by the price-voiume-
profit examples. In practice it is hard to "look
ahead," as it were, to try to determine how many
units of a given item would be sold at various
prices. To find out, you have to experiment. But
most small retailers, having hit on a price which
produces a reasonable volume and profit, are
hesitant to .:isk any further experimenting. More-
over, in many cases the typical merchant is pretty
much forced to keep his prices in line with those
of competitors.

By and large, the nature of the item you are
trying to price is the most important consideration.
For example, a housewife normally sill buy only
as much salt as she needs whether the price is
high or I ea,. But as the price of electrical appli-
ances drops off, more and more housewives tend
to buy them. However, sith standard, nationally
advertised, widely used items, reductions by one
seller will usually be met with similar price cuts
by others. In those cases, the important question
becomes, "Which way would se all be better off --
as things stand, or at a lower price level?" Many
retailers will remember the answer when that ques-
tion was po sed 93 me years ago in regard to phono-
graph records: when a general price reduction
was tried it brought dramatically increased sales
and profits to all. Obviously, of course, every
situation can't be expected to follow that pattern.

"That's all very interesting," you may say,
"but what does it mean to me as a small retailer?"

The answer is thii: Your best bet for ex-
perimentation with pricevolume-profit relation-
ships is usually in the field of distinctive, or
specialty and shopping goods, where you are the
only seller of an item, or at least-one of a very few.

36

THE ONE-PRICE POLICY

If you follow a one-price policy, iou offer
each item at a single fixed price to everybody who
buys in the samequantity. You give no "special"
prices to "special" people. To many merchants,
single fixed prices are customary and logical. They
are evidence of fair and equal treatment for all.
Besides, haggling is time-consuming both for the
salespersm and for the customer. However, con-
diti ms today make it necessary to consider care-
fully just 7..here you stand on the me-price polic)t
Most small retailers Z;elieve in cne price to all
corners for a given article. But sanetim es it is
hard to "stick to your guns" when a customer says:

"Your prices are out of line. I can go over
to the 'PDQ Sales Company' right now and for
$12.95 get the very same item you're trying to sell
me for $15. I'm ready to give you $12.9 5, cash
on the barrdhead. I want the article and I'd like
to do business with you. How about it? "

Many small retailers under this kind of
pressure would find it hard to refuse to "shade"
their prices. Hence, it is essential to make up
your mind in advance what kind of a store you
want to have. You can't have Loth a fixed and a
flexible policy. You have to decide before you
get into a bargaining situatim whether or not you
will mark down aline just on the basi s of sh at
a customer says. Some stores do. Others refuse
to consider price changes until they have checked
up on what competition is really doing. Many
fed that over the years they would be better off
if they sere to compete m a broader basis than
just price. They believe that continuous price
cutting would not yield an adequate return on the
capital invested in the business. They claim
that merchants who "shade" prices, even on only
a few items, soon find that customers regard all
prices merely as starting points for haggling.

THE MARKUP PROBLEM

The markup problem is an old story to small
retailers. It is always important to pricing and
to profits, but it can be handled in different ways.

Most small merchants find it preferable to
handle markup and pricing largely on an individ-
ual basis. The reason is the many factors which
influence the decision factors which vary
according to the goods involved. For example,
some of these influences are what your competi-
tim is thing, how the item fits into your price-
lining setup, the promotional or "leader" value
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of the item, the seasm of the year, and whether
resale-price maintenance is exercised by the
manufacturer.

However, even though most items are mark-
ed up individually, it is useful to obtain some
average markup as the result of your overall op-
erations. This means that you should try to ba-
lance slim margins on some items with wider
margins on others so that the combined volume
produced will maximize your total profit. You

may need to carry some unprofitable items
just because they regularly bring into your store
customers who buy other things, too. With

goods for which you are the exclusive dealer,
or where you don't have much direct price com-
petition, you may find that you can take a long-
er markup, still maintain volume, and thus add
to profits.

PRICE LINING

The term "price lining" has come up earlier
in connection with markup. Essentially, it means
setting prices on given classes or lines of mer-
chandise and marking all items at one of these

established prices - - with ncthing priced at points
in between. It aorks because most customers
have narrow ranges of prices which are accept-
able to them. It offers both opportunities and
problems.

Price Lining Opportunities. - For example,
there is a large)group of men (and women buying
gifts for men) who are willing to pay from $1.50
to $5 for a necktie. litithin these limits, of course,
the demands of this group vary. But if you set
prices for an assortment of ties at $1.50, $2.50,
$3.50, and $5 only, most members of the group
would accept these four price lines as satisfactoty
Other groups, of course might look for higher or
lower lines.

Price lining is best suited to "shopping
goods"; that is, to merchandise of which cus-
tomers want to look at style, color, siz; weight,
material, and the like before they buy. It con
work well with inexpensive gift items, clothing,
and home furnishings in the popular price ranges.

There are various advantages to recommend
price lining. For one thing, it helps avoid con-
fusion both on the part of the salesperson and

on the part of the customer. Prices are simpli-
fied. There are seldom more than two or three
prices to choose from. Often only a single price
is feasible. For another thing, increased sales
can result because of (1) bigger assortment in

' each price line, and (2) greater ease in getting
customers to make decisions and buy.

In addition, the planning of stock levels can
be made easier by the demand groupings which
develop at the relatively few selling prices. Sim-
ilarly, price lining can lead to reduced expenses
because of smaller stock requirements, greater
turnover rates, fewer markdowns, quicker sales,
and simplified buying and marking procedures.

Price Lining Problems. - - One drawback
is the unsuitability of setting price lines cn pres-
tige items and high-style goods where price is a
minor consideration. Thus, in the "real" jewelry
market - - as distinguished from novelty and "cos-
tume" jewelry - - most customers are not looking
for assortments in certain price brackets. Typical-
ly, they want one-of-a-kind items with particulio
characteristics. Likewise, with costly antiques,
price lines seldom fit the usual buying psychology.
Custaners don't generally think in terms of: "%that
can I get for $50?" They start instead from an

inquiry like: "Do you have any English sterling
silver of the Queen Anne period?"

Another question is the difficulty of "trading
up" because of the relatively big jumps between
lines. For instance, you might set $9.95, $13.50,
and $16.85 as prices. There may be some cus-
tomers who would pay more than $9.95 but not so
much as $13.50, or more than $13.50 but not up to
$16.85. With only the three lines, you might lose
chances to make, say, a $15-sale.

Mother problem is inflexibility in a rising
or falling market. For example, you might set one
price line at $9.95 and a higher cne at $13.50.
Goods retailed in the first line might cost around
115.89 and those in the second around $B. A 10
percent rise in wholesale prices would bring the
cost of your first line up to $6.48. To price it
at $13.50 would be too high, competitively. But
if the goods are marked at your bower price line
(9.95), your margin is only $3.47 compared with

$4.06 previously obtained.

MEETING PRICE COMPETITION

The question which numerous small retail-
ers are asking today is, "How am I going to meet
competition from the [nice cutters when I can't go
down to their levels without hosing money?"

One answer iv Do things better than the
other fellow. that things? Here are ten pluse
values which help in reducing the effect of price
competition:



Specialization. - - In some cases, distinctive
merchandise and private brands will help to off-
set price competition. To many shoppers the most
significant feature of any price is the way it com-
pares with other prices quoted for the same article.
But if the snide you sell has different features
and is, in fact, not identical with what your com-
petitors sell - - the significance of price compar-
isons can be reduced.

Personal Salesmanship. - - The human
element is important, too. This means doing a
more effective job than your-compeiition on per-
sonnd selection, training, and motivation (see
Small Marketers Aids No. 16. "Improving Per-
sonal Selling in Small Business").

Timing.? - Doing the right thing at the right
time often isn't easy, but it is nevertheless
important in meeting price competition. For in-
stance, you can gain an advantage by following
weather conditions and coordinating your advertis-
ing with than. Likewise, skillful timing of spe-
cial sales can be a big asset. Good timing helps
ycu avoid overstocking goods which were once
popular but which are now meeting increasing
sales resistance. It also helps you capitalize
on new merchandise coming into the market for
which strong price competition has not yet de-
veloped.

Sensitivity to Trends. - - Recent trends
have had great influences on retailing; for ex-
ample, interest in do-itiourself activities, hi-fi
radio and ph coograph equipment, gardening and
amateur photography. Watching these trends and
adapting operations to them has paid df in many
small scums.

Prestige. - - Here again your objective is
to do something the other fdlow can't do. Partly
it is a matter of always seeking to improve the
quality and appearance of the merchandise you
stock; partly it is a mrtter of working.steadily

to improve the impression your store makes on
customers. Attractive display, topnotch main-
tenance, good lighting, and quiet selling condi-
tions are also involved. And don't overlook the
effect of your storefr cnt and the "personality" Of
your advertising. (See also Small Marketers Aids
No. 3, "Attracting Customers to Your Small Store.")

Services.-- Among the most effective means
of combating price competiticn are such services
as delivery, installment and repair work, and per-
mitting returns and allowances.

Convenience. --People are often willing to
pay a litde more when it is easy for them to shop.
Nowadays this often means parking facilities
more than anything else. A handy place to leave
the car is extremely important to most customers.
In addition, you should not ignore the possible
value of night cpenings.

Selling Conditions. - - lorthwhile improve-
ments can oft en be made in this area. Consider,
for instance, extra emphasis on impulse selling,
better point-of-sale displays, face lifting and
streamlining of stores and shopping districts, and
appropriate simplified selling techniques such
as self-service and automatic merchandising.

Expense Control. - - You may be able to
find ways of managing your costs and expenses
more skillfully so as to Frovide larger margins.
Among the techniques tO investigate are machine
operations for record-keeping, better control of
inventories, and new techniques for reducing
losses fran pilferage and damage.

Consumer and Community Relations. - - Thi s
is a combinati al of goodwill and customer loyalty,
effective public relati ass, aid the acceptance
by the business of its ['toper responsibilities to
the community in which it operates. The concept
of rendering a useful service rather than simply
making &profit is fundamental to improving con-
sumer and community relations.
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SUMMARY

In setting prices, the goal should be to maximize profit. Although some owner-
managers feel that an increased sales volume is needed for increased profits, vol-
ume alone does not mean more profit. The ingredients of profit are costs, selling
price, and the unit sales volume. As in baking a cake, they must be in the proper
proportions if the desired profit is to be obtained.

No one pricing formula will produce the greatest profit under all conditions. To
price for maximum profit, the owner-manager must understand the different types
of costs and how they behave. He also needs up-to-date knowledge of market con-
ditions because the "right" selling price for a product under one set of market con-
ditions may be the wrong price at another time.

T he "best" price for a product is not necessarily the price that will
sell the most units. Nor is it always the price that will bring in the
greatest number of sales dollars. Rather the "best" price is one that
will maximize the profits of the company.

The "best" selling price should be cost oriented and market ori-
ented. It should be high enough to cover your costs and help you
make a profit. It should also be low enough to attract customers
and build sales volume.

A FOUR LAYER CAKE

In determining the best selling price, think of price as being like
a four layer cake. The four elements in your price are: (1) direct

sts, (2) manufacturing overhead, (3) nonmanufacturing over-
he id, and (4) profit.

Direct costs are fairly easy to keep in mind. They are the cost of
the material and the direct labor required to make a new product.
You have these costs for the new product only when you make it.

On the other hand, even if you don't make the new product, you
have manufacturing overhead such as janitor service, depreciation
of machinery, and building repairs, which must be charged to old
products. Similarly, nonmanufacturing overhead such as selling and
administrative expenses (including your salary) must be charged to
your old products.

DIRECT COSTING

The direct costing approach to pricing enables you to start with
known figures when you determine the price for a new product. For
example, suppose that you are considering a price for a new product
whose direct costs material and direct labor are $3. Suppose
further that yea set the price at $5. The difference ($5 minus
$3 $2) is "contribution." For each unit sold, $2 will be avail-
able to help absorb your manufacturing overhead and your non-
manufacturing overhead and to contribute toward profit.
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PRICE-VOLUME RELATIONSHIP

Any price above $3 will make some contribution toward your
overhead costs which are already there whether or not you bring
the new product to market. The amount of contribution will depend
on the selling price which you select and on the number of units
that you sell at that price. Look for a few moments at some figures
which illustrate this price-volume-contribution relationship:

Selling price $5 $4 $4
Projected sales in units 10,000 30,000 15,000
Projected dollar sales $50,000 $120,000 $60,000
Direct costs ($3 per unit) $30,000 $ 90,000 $45,000

Contribution $20,000 $ 30,000 $15,000

In this example, the $4 selling price, assuming that you can sell
30,000 units, would be the "best price" for your product. However,
if you could sell only 15,000 units at $4, the best price would be $5.
The $5 selling price would bring in a $20,000 contribution against
the $15,000 contribution from 15,000 units at $4.

With these facts in mind, you can use a market-oriented approach
to set your selling price. Your aim is to determine the combination
of selling price and unit volume which will provide the greatest con-
tribution toward your manufacturing overhead, nonmanufacturing
overhead, and profit.

COMPLICATIONS

If you ran a nonmanufacturing company and could get as much
of a product as you could sell, using the direct costing technique to
determine your selling price would be fairly easy. Your success
would depend on how well you could project unit sales volume at
varying selling prices.

However, in a manufacturing company, various factors compli-
cate the setting of a price. Usually, the quantity of a product that
you can manufacture in a given time is limited. Also whether you
ship directly to customers or manufacture for inventory has a bear-
ing on your production and financial operation. Sometimes your
production may be limited by manpower. Sometimes by equipment.
Sometimes by the availability of raw materials. And sometimes by
practices of your competition. You have to recognize such factors
in order to maximize your profits.

The direct costing concept enables you to key your pricing formula
to that particular resourcemanpower, equipment, or material
which is in the shortest supply. The Gail Manufacturing Company*
provides an example of doing it.

°All names in Aids are disguised.
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ESTABLISH CONTRIBUTION PERCENTAGE

In order to use the direct costing approach, Mr. Gail had to
establish a contribution percentage. He set it at 40 percent. From
his past records, he determined that, over a 12-month period, a
40-percent contribution from each price would take care of his manu-
facturing overhead, his nonmanufacturing overhead, and profit. In
arriving at this figure, he considered sales volume as well as his over-
head costs.

Determining the contribution percentage is a vital step in using
the direct costing approach to pricing. You should review your
contribution percentage periodically to be sure that it covers all
your overhead (including interest on money you may have bor-
rowed for new machines or for building an inventory of finished
products) and to be sure it provides for profit.

Mr. Gail's 40-percent contribution meant that his direct costs
material and indirect laborwould be 60 percent of the selling price
(100-40 = 60). Here is an example of how he computed his
minimum selling price:

Material 270
Direct labor +100

370

The 37 cents was 60 percent of the selling price which worked
out to 62 cents (37 cents divided by 60 percent). The contribution
was 25 cents (40 percent of selling price):

Selling price 620
Direct costs 370

250

In this approach, raw material is given the same importance as
direct labor in determining the selling price.

VALUE OF MATERIAL

The value of the material used in manufacturing the product has
a bearing on the contribution dollars that will accrue from each unit
sold. Suppose, in the example above, that the material costs are
only 15 cents instead of 27 cents while the direct labor costs remain
the same-10 cents. Total direct costs would be 25 cents.

In order to get a maximum contribution of 40 percentas Mr.
Gail didthe direct costs must not exceed 60 percent of the selling
price. To arrive at the selling price, divide the total direct cost by
60 percent (25 cents divided by .60). The selling price is 42 cents.
With this new selling price, the contribution is 17 cents (42 cents
minus 25 cents for direct costs,.
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The point to remember is that when the material costs are less,
the contribution will be less. This is true even though the same
amount of direct labor and the same amount of machine use is
required to convert the raw material into the finished product.

CONTRIBUTION - PER - LABOR - HOUR

What happens if Mr. Gail is unable to man his equipment fully
at all times? In order to maximize profits, he must realize the same
dollar contribution per direct labor dollar, regardless of the cost of
materials. To do this, Mr. Gail could use the "Contribution per
Labor Hour" Formula for setting his selling prices.

In this formula, you determine a mark-on percentage to use on
your direct labor costs. This mark-on will provide the required
co.ltribution as a percentage of selling price. For example, if direct
labor is 10 cents and contribution is 25 cents, then contribution as
a percentage of direct labor will be:

.25
250%

The mark-on factor to use on direct labor costs is 250 percent of
direct labor costs.

Now suppose that material cost is 15 cents and direct labor
cost is 10 cents. The selling price would be 50 cents, figured as
follows:

Material costs 150
Direct labor +100

250
Contribution +250
Selling Price =500

The "Contribution per Labor Hour" approach assures Mr. Gail
a 25-cent contribution for each 10 cents of labor (250 percent)
used to make a product regardless of the value of the raw material
used.

CONTRIBUTION- PER - POUND

If, and when, raw materials are in short supply and are the limit-
ing factor, then .the base to use is the dollar contribution-per-pound
of material. This formula is similar to the one for contribution per
labor hour. The difference is that you establish the contribution as
a percentage of material cost rather than as a percentage of direct
labor cost.

CONTRIBUTION - PER - MACHINE - HOUR

Determining the contribution-per-machine-hour can be a more in-
volved task than figuring the contribution-per-pound. If different
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products are made on the same machine, each may use a different
amount of machine time. This fact means that the total output of
a certain machine in a given time period may vary. As a conse-
quence, the dollar contribution-per-machine-hour, which a company
realizes, may vary from product to product. For example, products
A, B, and C are made on the same madhine and their contribution-
per-machine-hour is:

$28.80 for product A
$26.00 for product B
$20.00 for product C

When machine capacity is the limiting factor, you can maximize
profit by using dollar contribution-per-machine-hour when setting
prices. When selling to customers, you should give priority to prod-
ucts which give the greatest dollar contribution-per-machine-hour.
In the above example, your salesmen would push product A over
products B and C.

To use this pricing approach means that you have to establish a
base dollar contribution-per-machine-hour for each machine group.
You do it by determining the total number of machine hours avail-
able in a given time period. You then relate these machine hours
to the manufacturing and nonmanufacturing overhead to be absorbed
in that period. For example:

Total machine hours available in 12 months = 5,000
Total manufacturing and nonmanufacturing

overhead = $100,000
Contribution required per machine hour to

cover manufacturing and nonmanufacturing
overhead = $20*

$100,000 divided by 5,000 hours

In this example, during periods when the company can sell the
output of all of its available machine hours, it must realize a return
of $20 per machine hour in order to cover its manufacturing and
nonmanufacturing overhead. When the full 5,000 hours are used,
the $20 per-hour return will bring the company to its break-even
point. When all of the company's available machine hours cannot
be sold, its return per-machine-hour must be more than $20.

Notice that in the above example, only the breakeven point is
considered. There is no provision for profit. How do you build
profit into this pricing formula?

Return-on-investment is a good approach. If the Gail Manufac-
turing Company, for example, has $300,000 invested and wants a
10-percent return, its profit before taxes would have to be $30,000.
Mr. Gail can relate this profit goal to the machine-hour approach
by dividing the $30,000 by 5,000 (the available machine hours).
This means that he needs $6 per machine hour as a mark-up for
profit.



SELLING PRICE FOR PRODUCT C

Now suppose that Mr. Gail wants to use the contribution-per-
machine-hour and profit-per-machine-hour approach to set a price
for product C. For product C, the direct labor cost per unit is $1.80.
Machine output (or units per hour) is 1.25, required contribution
per machine hour is $20, and desired profit per machine hour is $6.
The formula to set the unit selling price is:

Material cost
Direct labor
Contribution per Unit
Price before profit
Desired profit
Desired selling price

621.37
1.80

16.00*

$39.17
4.80 ($6 X .80*)

$43.97

'Calculated as follows: With a machine output of 1.25 units per hour, .80 of a machine
hour is needed to produce 1 unit; the required contribution per-machine-hour is $20;
therefore, $20 x .80 = $16.

If Mr. Gail is to get a 10-percent return on his investment before
taxes, the selling price must be $43.97.

But suppose competitive factors mean that Mr. Gail cannot sell
product C at $43.97. In such case, he might:

(1) Not make product C if he can use the machine time to
manufacture another product which will give his company its profit
of 10 percentprovided, of course, that he has orders for the second
product.

(2) Reduce the selling price, if refusing orders for product C
means that the machines will be idle. Any price greater than $39,17
will generate some profit which is better than no profit.

But suppose that $39.17 is also too l!igh. Should Mr. Gail turn
down all orders for product C at less than $39.17? Not necessarily.
If he has no orders to run on the machines, he should accept orders
for product C at less than $39.17 because $16 of that price are a
contribution to his manufacturing and nonmanufacturing overhead.
He has to pay these costs even when the machines are idle.

Keep in mind that the direct costing method of setting a price
gives you flexibility. For example, Mr. Gail has to get $43.97 for
product C in order to make his desired profit. But his price for that
product can range from $23.17 to $43.97 (or higher, depending
on market conditions).

Any price above $39.17 brings in some contribution toward
profit. Mr. Gail can break even at $39.17. Any price between
$39.17 and $23.17 brings in some contribution toward his overhead.
And in a pinch, he can sell as low as $23.17 and recover his direct
costsmaterial and direct labor.

However, Mr. Gail must use his flexibility with care. It takes only
a few transactions at $23.17 (recovering only his direct costs) to
keep him from maximizing his profits over a 12-months period.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Readers interested in exploring further the subject of pricing may
wish to consult the references indicated below. This list is necessarily
brief and selective. However, no slight is intended toward authors
whose works are not mentioned.

The Break-Even System by Spencer A. Tucker. 1963. $12.50. Prentice-
Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 07632.

"Pricing Arithmetic for Small Business Managers" in Management Aids for
Small Manufacturers: Annual No. 7. 1961. Small Business Administration.
Available for 30 cents from Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C.
20402.

"Pricing Your Services for Profit" in Small Marketers Aids: Annual No. 8.
1966. Small Business Administration. Available for 35 cents from Superin-
tendent of Documents, Washington, D. C. 20402.

Cost Accounting for Small Manufacturers, SBMS No. 9. 1953. Small Busi-
ness Administration. Available for 40 cents from Superintendent of Docu-
ments, Washington, D. C. 20402.

"Sales Forecasting for Small Business" in Management Aids for Small
Business: Annual No. 2. 1956. Small Business Administration. Available for
55 cents from Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C. 20402.

"How to Build Your Sales Volume" in Management Aids for Small Busi-
ness: Annual No. 2. 1956. Small Business Administration. Available for 55
cents from Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C. 20402.

Guides for Profit Planning, SBMS No. 25. 1960. Small Business Adminis-
tration. Available for 25 cents from Superintendent of Documents, Wash-
ington, D. C. 20402.

FILING CLASSIFICATION: PRICINGCopks of thls Aid are available free from field oflices and Washington head-
quarters of the Small Business Administnition. Aids may be condensed or reproduced. They may not be altered to
imply approval by SBA of any private organization. product, or service. If material is reused. credit to SBA will be
appreciated. Use of official mailing indicla to to avoid postage is prohibited by laW: Use of funds for printing this
publication approved by Bureau of the Budget. June SO, 1965.
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FIGURING AND USING BREAK-EVEN POINTS
By J. S. Fleck. Barrington Associates, Inc., Management Engineers, New York, N.Y.

Planning based on reliable information is
management's mast effective method for obtain-
ing the best possible profit results in what-
ever sets of conditions may exist. And answer-
ing questions which begin, "What would happen
to our profits if...* is one of the main plan-
ning jobs or forward-looking business execu-
tives. The problem of sound planning is par-
ticularly important in small concerns.

To develop realistic, successful planning
you must understand clearly what influence any
increases or decreases in certain operating
factorssales volume, selling prices, the var-
ious operating expenses, and plant and equip-
ment facilitieswill have on the profit of
your enterprise. Some important effects of
these several factors can be demon-
strated by establishing "break-even
points" for varying situations.

A "break-even point° may be de-
fined as the level of operations at
which you have neither a net profit
nor a net loss.

Analyzing Cast Data

In order to figure your break-
even point you need to establish the

riessorting out the different kinds of ex-
pense. These categories will vary somewhat
with the type of business, but practically
every business has some break-dams by type of
expense. In the factory, costs will be direct
labor, indirect labor, meintenance, deprecia-
tion, supplies and the like. Sales and admin-
istrative expenses should be broken down in a
similar fashion.

In order to assemble data for figuring your
break-even point, a good place to start is to
analyze each of the various costs to determine
the factors or influences that create and regu-
late them. While accounting terminology and
definitions are not fully standardized, you
can break down costs into generally accepted

categories of expense as follows:

1. Variable expenses
2. Semi-variable expenses
3. Fixed expenses

Variable expenses are those which
vary direct ly with the sales volume.
Common examples are direct labor and
direct materials.

Semi-variable expenses are those
which tend to fluctuate, but which

do not vary in direct proportion to the sales
volume. Typical expenses of this kind are su-
pervision of labor; mechine and plant mainte-
nance; executive, general and administrative
salaries; and promotional and research ex-
penses. Semi-variable expenses cannot be used,

as such, in finding a break-even point. They
must each be broken down into "fixed" and *var-
iable" segments. Usually you have to do this

on the basis of experience and judgment.

Fixed expenses are those which can be ex-
pected to remain constant at virtually any
sales volume. Examples of this type of ex-

pense are certain kinds of taxes, deprecia-

tion charges on building,. and equipment, inter-

est, manx types of Insurance, and in some cases

certain expenses that are determined arbitrar-

ilyas, for instance, product development ex-

pense.

Do you know how to use

SNEAK-EVEN POINTS?

These simple calcula-

tions can make it Possible

to predict future Profits

or losses for even the

meallest business.

relationshipe between costs, income, and out-
put. In doing this either projected or his-
torical data may be used.

Your first step should be to determine your
costs or expenses at various levels of output.
The most frequently used measures of output
are:

1. Dollar sales
2. Percent of plant capacity that the com-

pany may reasonably be expected to sell.

The dollar sales measurement is used most
frequently when more than one type of product
is made and sold, while the percent of plant
capacity is generally more adaptable to opera-
tions where only one product is produced.

The development of cost data should include
the segregation of costs. This requires a
method of accounting which will break down the
costs of doing business into various catego-

Copies of thie Aid are available free from field offices and Washington headquarters of the Small Business Administration. Aids
may be condensed or reproduced. They nay not be altered to imply approval by SBA of any privet.. organisation, product, or serv-
ice. II moterfal is reused, credit to SBA will be appreciated. Uue of official mailing indicia to avoid postage Is prohibited by /rm.
Use of funds for printing this publication approved by Bureau of the Budget. June 30. 108S.
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Historical Records

While it is desirable to forecast yoursales
volume and cost of sales for the coming year,
you will also find it prudent to check your
forecasts with the actual operational results
of the preceding years, taking into considerA-
tion any factors that are known to have
changed. kor example, the selling prices,
wages, or costs of materials may be considered
different for the projected period from what
they were in former times.

The most useful and practical approach to
figuring the break-even point is through your
past Profit and Loss Statements. ehile this
approach is not always the most accurate, it
is ordinarily precise enough for planning pur-
poses in most companies. It will spotlight the
danger points so that corrective action can be
initiated promptly. The break-even point es-
tablished by the Profit and Loss Statement
method can be used both as a guide in setting
policies relating to changes in pricing and
product; Awl as a guide for plroning future ex-
pansion of plant or facilities.

Getting tie Figares

Let's take a look now at an "arm chair" il-
lustration of a financial statement, simplified
for illustrative purposes. Below the Profit
and Lass Statement you will nee a break-down of
the information extracted from the statement
and later to be used in preparing the break-
even chart. The information for the break-even
chart assumes, for this illustration, that 33
percent of the factory overhead and GO percent
of the moles expenses are variable. (In your

own situation these percentages would probably
be different.) The following figures are pre-
sented as they frequently appear on financial
statements:

COMPANY A
Year 'fading December 31, 195g

(11 millions)

Total sales
Cost of goods sold $8.5
!Selling expense 1.5
fluorin and administrative expenses 1.0

Total expense
Pet profit (before tues)

$10.0

142.
$1.0

The various expenses, broken down into fixed
and variable olements,will then look like this:

Monts

Direct labor
Direct materiels
Pectory burden (overhead)
Sales expense
Oeneral and Ldministrative
expenses

Total

-11,149

Fixed expense

(1 millions)

31.0
0.6

0.9
$2.5

Variable

expense

$2.0
3.0
0.5
0.9

0.1
$6.5
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Bresk-Eves Charts

These figures are next used in preparing the
break-even chart presented as Figure 1.

The scale at the left measures sales volume
and expenses in dollars. The scale at the bot-
tom measures production in terms of percent of
capacity. It has been assumed for this partic-
ular illustration. that $10.000,000 of sales
represents 70 percent of capacity.

The total expense line can, therefore, be
drawn by starting at the left margin at point
"A" which represents the fixed expense of
*2,500,000. Next the total expense figure of
$9,000,000 is plotted at 70 percent of capacity,
point "R." A line is then drawn from "A"
through "B." This is the total expense line
snowing costs at various levels of operation.

Finally the femme or males volume line can
be drawn from the zero point on the left margin
through point "C" which is A10,000,000 volume
at 70 percent or capacity. Where these two
lines--the total expense line and the income or
sales volume linecross is the break-even
point, when income just covers costs and you
have neither profit nor loss.

Of course, the information on this chart
will not'apply for all volumes, for it is based
on current operations. If, for instance, the
volume were to decline to 5 percent of capacity
or increase to 160 percent or capacity, tho re-
lationships between fixed Rnd variable expenses
might change substantially. However, this
chart is reasonably reliable for Rales volumes
from 50 percent to 00 percent of capacity, with
declining accuracy outside those limits.

trom Figure 1, you can see that Company "A"
would have to have a sales volume of about
$7,200,000 in order to break even. Also, the
break-even point is at approximAtely 50 percent
or capacity. To make any money at all they
would have to produce and sell more.

Effects ofammgiwiewaditioms

Once the break-even point is established,
the chart can be used for many purposes, such
as plotting the effects on profits if there is
a change in variable expenses, fixed expenses,
or selling prices.

Figure 2 shows the effect of a 10 percent
reduction in variable costs ($550,000) at the
*10,000,000 sales volume, with fixed expenses
remaining unchanged. In those new.conditions,
the break-even Point would be at around 42 per-
cent of capacity with a required sales volume
of approximately $0,000,000, or about 17 percent
less than the sales needed to break oven at the
original variable expense level. Thus you can
see the Practical results of an extense control
program.

Figure 3 shows the effect on the break-even
point and on profits of a reduction in fixed
expenses of $1500,000, with variable expenses
remaining unchanged.
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FIGURE 1 - CORPMY "A" 's INNAI-EVEN MKT

1
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You will note that the break-even point is
now at a volume of about $5,700,000. This is
40.0 percent of capacity as compared to the
S7,200,000 break-even point in the conditions
which existed for Figure 1, or the $6,000,000
break-even point which was found in Figure 2.

In a similar way, you could construct an-
other chart to portray the effect of a price
change. And finally, still others, can be pre-
pared to illustrate any combinations of ex-
penses and selling prices.

Ming Break-Eves Inferestime

hile the savings which Ca11 be obtained by
installing new, larger, or more mechanized
equipment can be readily figured at a given
sales and manufacturing volume, it is essential
that the future also be considered. Break-even
charts can assist you in making the fUture
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clearer and the decision easier. New equipment
will, of course, add a certain amount or fixed
expense (amortization and maintenance costs),
but presumably the equipment will also reduce
the operating costs. If the savings in vari-
epic ex/4ms deriving from the purchase of such
new equipment are not substantially more than
the current increase in fixed charges, your
break-even point will be raised.

You can also figure the size of profit mar-
gins and losses from break-even charts by meas-
uring the vertical distance between the expense
line and the soles line at any given capacity.
To the right of the break-even point, you find
profits, and to the left, losses. For example,
in Figure 3, at 00 percent capacity, sales are
$8,600,000 while expenses are $7,600,000,
yielding a profit of 111,000i000. Conversely,
at 20 percent of capacity, sales are 02,800,000
while expenses are $3,800,000 producing a loss
of $1,000,000.
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THE CASE METHOD OF STUDY

The case method is a teaching device that helps the student learn through the processes
of reasoning and decision making. Other popular teaching techniques stress learning or memo-
rizing other people's knowledge on a given subject. The case method stresses thinking abilities
rather than memory; it is dynamic, not passive.

What is a case? It is a description of an actual or true-tolife business situation. It is a state-
ment of facts, opinions, judgmentsin short, a problem having no pat answer but lending
itself to discussion and analysis.

The case method is particularly helpful in teaching businessmen because it uses real, practical
problems rather than abstract situations. Properly used, it involves the participant in a way
that will hold their interest and stimulate their thinking. It is particularly useful in developing
in the individual ( 1) the ability to make decisions on administrative tasks (without incurring
the penalties of a wrong decision on the job; and (2) the habit of thinking analytically and
constructively.

The case method also highlights the value of group discussion and analysis. Each member
of the group contributes from his unique experience, and each participant gains from the
others. The group's knowledge and experience will exceed that of any one participantincluding
the instructor.

The following checklist can serve as a procedure for conducting case study and analysis.

Suggestions for Case Study

1. Read the case carefully for general content.

2. Arrange the facts of the case in order of importance.

3. Recognize and define the major problem (s) needing solution.

4. Analyze the problems and their relative importance.

5. Search for and establish alternative solutions.

6. Select the most desirable of the appropriate solutions.

7. Analyze your probable solutions; RI up the pros and cons, giving value to each.

8. State your choice, decision, or final conclusionand be prepared to defend it.

9. Set forth the plan or plans you would follow to implement the decision.

AN ABBREVIATED CASE STUDY

The Springfield Hardware Company is located in Springfield, a town of approximately
25,000 people. The store is in a neighborhood shopping area, and is located about 2 miles from
the major shopping center newly built in the town. The owners feel that this is an advantage,
because the store parking space is near to their front door, while the shopping center is in a huge
mall, and requires a considerable amount of walking to reach any particular store.
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Competition in the retail hardware trade is severe in Springfield. There are four other hard-

ware stores in the community, three hardware departments in major department stores in town,
and two auto supply stores.

The Springfield Hardware Company is departmentalized for sales, expense and buying pur-
poses. The store is divided into the following departments: hardware; paint, sporting goods;
lawn and garden; housewares; and toys. Toys were added last year when space was made available
with the discontinuance of major appliances in the store.

Departmentalization was responsible for the decision to discontinue major appliances. For two
successive years, the department had shown a loss, although the store as a whole made a good
profit. If the store had not been departmentalized, Springfield Hardware would probably still be
carrying major appliances, because they accounted for nearly one fourth of the total sales volume.
But close study of the records indicated that the poor performance of the department was
eroding the profits of the rest of the store. After analyzing the merchandising trend of two new
discount stores in the area, and knowing its own operating costs, the owner made the decision to
eliminite major appliances. As there was not a complete toy department in any other store in
the community, the space was allotted to the new line.

The Springfield Hardware Company uses a variable pricing policy based on two factors
competitors' prices and rate of turnover. Competitive items have a smaller markup than non-
competitive merchandise, and service items are given a high markup to compensate for the
low turnover rate. Between these two extremes falls most of the store's merchandise. This
takes a normal markup since such items are generally non-competitive and their turnover rate is
reasonable. This procedure is applied to all departments.

The store's policy concerning markdowns is to reduce the prices on all seasonal items as the
end of the season approaches. In this way, the markdowns are not as great as they would be after
the season is over. The firm also cuts prices on all merchandise that has been in stock for at least
1 year, providing chat replacement costs for the merchandise have not advanced.

The store controls cost of goods sold by comparing gross margin performance on a yearly
basis. For example, in 1965, gross margin represented 34.31% of sales. In 1966, this percentage
decreased to 32.31%. After studying all records, it was determined that the principal reason for
this loss of margin was the store's advertising programpromoting loss leaders which have
a very low margin. The plan was to draw customers into the store with the lower priced sale
merchandise in the hopes that they would purchase other items at regular prices. Sales did
increase for the year, but not sufficiently to overcome the low margins on the leaders. As a
result, the firm suffered a net loss for the year.

Questions

1. Can you suggest something that the owner of Springfield Hardware could have done to pre-
vent the decline in gross margin for the year?

ANSWER: By comparing margin performance on a monthly, rather than a yearly basis, he
could have corrected the situation early in the year, possibly reversing the trend,
but at least preventing it from going so fac.
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2. How could the owner have made an early determination of the effectiveness of his loss
leader promotion?

*ANSWER: By conducting a "before the sale" and an "after the sale" ;nventory, and calculating
the gross profit on the number sold.

3. Can you suggest any improvement in the store's markdown practices?

ANSWER: By maintaining a closer check on sales records and inventory of merchandise, it
may be possible to time markdowns better and, thus, reduce them.

4. Give three reasons why you agree with the pricing practices of Springfield Hardware
Company.

ANSWI3R: Discuss the variety of answers that will result from group discussion.

5. Give three reasons why you disagree with the pricing practices of the store.

ANSWER: Discussion provoking question.
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SUGGESTED INQUBATOR ASSIGNMENTS

1. Explain the difference between full-cost pricing and marginal pricing.

2. For an item with a whoksale cost of $3.65, calculate the selling price for a markon in per-
centage of retail price of: 35.3%; 40.2%; 37.5%.

3. In examining the figures for a retail store, you discover the following:

Net Sales $200,199.00
Cost of goods sold 65% of net sales
Average inventory $43,367.00 at cost

From this data, calculate: a. The Gross Margin.

b. .The Stock Turn.

4. Given a Gross Sales Volume of $64,000.00; Expenses of $19,200.00; and an Operating
Profit of $2,560.00, calculate the markon.

5. It costs a retail hardware store $200.00 per year to carry each $1,000.00 of inventory. Thesc
inventory charges consist of taxes, insurance, interest, cost of space occupied, obsolescence of
stock, breakage and damage.
For a particular store, you determine the following:

Net Sales

Cost of goods sold

Gross profit on sales

$130,000.00

$ 89,700.00

$ 40,300.00
Expenses (carrying charges) $ 28,730.00
Inventory carrying charges

(average inventory x 20% ) $ 8,970.00

Total expenses $ 37,700.00 $ 37,700.00
Earnings on sales $ 2,600.00
Stock turnover 2
Average inventory at cost $ 44,850.00

With Net Sales, Cost of goods sold, and Expenses (less inventory) remaining the same, but
with a Stock turn of 3, calculate the increase in Earnings on sales.
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SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

FIELD OFFICES

Agaiia, Guam
Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Anchorage, Alaska
Atlanta, Ga.
Augusta, Maine
Baltimore, Md.
Birmingham, Ala.
Boise, Idaho
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N.Y.
Casper, Wyo.
Charleston, W. Va.
Charlotte, N.C.
Chicago, Ill.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Clarksburg, W. Va.
Cleveland, Ohio
Columbia, S.C.
Columbus, Ohio
Concord, N.H.
Dallas, Tex.
Denver, Colo.
Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Mich.
El Paso, Tex.
Fairbanks, Alaska
Fargo, N. Dak.
Harlingen, Tex.
Hartford, Conn.
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico
Helena, Mont.
Honolulu, Hawaii
Houston, Tex.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Jackson, Miss.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Kansas City, Mo.
Knoxville, Tenn.

Las Vegas, Nev.
Little Rock, Ark.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Louisville, Ky.
Lubbock, Tex.
Madison, Wis.
Marquette, Mich.
Marshall, Tex.
Miami, Fla.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Montpelier, Vt.
Nashville, Tenn.
Newark, N.J.
New Orleans, La.
New York, N.Y.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Omaha, Nebr.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Oreg.
Providence, R.I.
Richmond, Va.
St. Louis, Mo.
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Antonio, Tex.
San Diego, Calif.
San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, Wash.
Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
Spokane, Wash.
Springfield, Ill.
Syracuse, N.Y.
Toledo, Ohio
Washington, D.C.
Wichita, Kas.
Wilmington, Del.

The addresses and telephone numbers of these field offices are listed under US, Government in
telephone directories,
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GRAY The Lesson Plan

RUST The Presentation

BUFF The Visual Aids

GREEN The Supply Department

YELLOW Cases in Point

BWE The Incubator
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